November 1999 Memo
Date:

November 12, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders & Staff

From: Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc.
Re:

Getting close

Karen-Ann and I are in Geneva (Genéve), Switzerland
TK&A is in the throws of wrapping up the final days of the European stages of
Odyssey. We are writing this Memo in Geneva, Switzerland, where we are not
immune from the increasing pressure of Odyssey’s kick-off, just a few short
weeks away. Thanks for hanging in there and working with us by returning
what we need ASAP.
Itʼs so close, why isnʼt TK&A providing more information?
We can certainly understand why you might like a steady flow of information
from TK&A at this time. However, we are as flat out as possible preparing the
final details of Odyssey’s itinerary. We apologize for not being able to
prepare more memos, etc., but we simply don’t have the time.
Hopefully, you have your bike by now.
Unfortunately, Raleigh was not able to ship the bikes when they projected
two weeks ago. We understand all the bikes have already been shipped to a
“local” Raleigh dealer. Each dealer is supposed to call you when they are
ready for you to pick the bikes up. We hope by the time you read this most of
you have already been contacted by your respective dealer.
If you haven’t been contacted by November 17, please call our office at 1-800433-0528 or 206-322-4102 and we will help you track it down.
Bike appearance
Please leave the bike relatively unchanged. It’s okay to add a mirror,
computer, seat and your desired pedals. However, wait until after the parade
to put on fenders, spokey dokeys, etc. Remember, the reason for supplying the
bike in the first place is to make sure we can keep you up and running during
all of Odyssey. So, don’t plan changes to your gearing, wheels, paint, etc.
Thanks.
Jerseys
We are pleased to have selected Louis Garneau as the manufacturer of our
Odyssey shorts, Rose Parade jersey and Odyssey jersey. As many of you know,
Louis Garneau (www.louisgarneau.com) produces high quality clothing, etc.
Included with this mailing are color reproductions of the new Odyssey jersey
(might still change a little). We have passed on the great prices to you so that
you can have a quality Odyssey wardrobe without the normal high prices.
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Each participant will receive one Odyssey Rose Parade Jersey and one pair of
Odyssey shorts. If you’d like to purchase one or more Official Odyssey
Jerseys ($56.50) and/or another pair of Odyssey shorts ($48.50), please call,
fax or email our office by next week with your credit card number and order
form. (We have to place the order on Tuesday, November 16th, so the quicker
you get back to us, the better our guestimation on sizes.) We will add taxes
and shipping charges. Note: sizes must be specified as per the order form
enclosed. We have included a Louis Garneau size chart to assist you in
selecting the best fit.
Helmets
If you are interested in purchasing a Louis Garneau Odyssey helmet, send us
your credit card payment info via email, fax or phone and helmet size as per
order form. Don’t forget to determine the correct size by measuring the
circumference of your head, just above your eyebrow ridge. We will ship them
to you before the ride begins. We will be placing the order by the end of next
week. Don’t forget if you don’t buy the helmet please order the Odyssey
helmet cover,
Nifty sizing chart
Use the following chart to help you determine the correct size for ordering
your Louis Garneau jersey and helmet:
Size:
Chest:
Waist:
Hips:

S
32
26
35

M
34
27
37

Women’s Jersey
L
36
29
39

XL
38
30
41

Size:
Chest:
Waist:
Hips:

XS
34
28
34

S
36
30
36

Men’s Jersey
M
38
32
38

L
40
34
40

Size:
Hat size:
Inches:

S
6 3/4 - 7
21 1/4- 22

M
7 - 7 1/4
22 - 22 3/4

Helmets
L
7 1/4 - 7 5/8
22 3/4 - 24

Cm:

54 - 56

56 - 58

58 - 61

XL
42
36
42

XXL
44
38
44

XXXL
48
40
46

XL
Please phone
office for
info.

Rider list
Enclosed is an updated CONFIDENTIAL Odyssey rider list for your personal
use.
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Odyssey 2000® Arrival Form
Please complete and return the enclosed Odyssey 2000® Arrival Form by
November 25, 1999. This will enable Hilton and TK&A to make the hotel checkin process as painless and efficient as possible. Thanks.
Visas
Still nothing to worry about. We think Russia, China and Vietnam will work
with us to make getting visas into their respective countries as easy as
possible. Stay tuned.
Loading gear truck
One rider suggested the staff should load and unload the gear truck when
we are using Ryder type trucks. Not! Each person will load his or her own
bags into the truck each morning and the group unloads the truck, usually
when a couple of dozen riders get into camp.
Massage
TK&A will be providing a certain number of free massages for each rider
during Odyssey. Additional massages can be purchased from the Odyssey
office.
Other Odyssey items on horizon
Watch for information on pins, ball caps, fleece jackets, etc. in future memos.
Next memo
In a couple of weeks, we will mail out the final copy of our Rider Contract.
No significant changes or surprises from what you received late last year.
We will also include the latest Day-to-Day itinerary and a checklist of what
we feel you should bring on Odyssey.
Mail Stops
We will be sending out the first 2 stages of mailing stops in December. These
lists are for families and friends and not for the public. Do NOT put the mail
stops on the web.
Questions?
Please give us a call, email or fax.

Odyssey 2000® is a dream come true and will be a blast…..guaranteed!
Enclosures:
Odyssey 2000 Order Form & picture of jersey
Odyssey 2000 Arrival Form
Odyssey Rider List
Certificate of Insurance
®

®
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